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Jumpstart
These Kids Wear Crowns

G
Broke.

Ain t got no money,
          D
dont know where to go.
                            Em
Just sittin  staring at the stereo.
                  C
I think we better turn it UP, turn it UP, turn it UP

G
Loud.
                               D
Cause lately i ve been feeling kind of low.
                               Em
Let s blow the speakers on the radio;

Cause tonight we re gonna 
C
break it DOWN, break it DOWN, break it DOWN.
          A                 E
We gotta  get up off of the ground!

                C
We re gonna give it a jumpstart!

4,3,2,1 GO!
       Em
What s up, when we get it going
                   F
No way we re gonna stop.
                      
And all you need is a spark, spark
                     D
If it s all that you got, got, got, got.
                       A
-We re gonna give it a jumpstart!

4,3,2,1 GO!
       Em    
What s up? We re gonna dance until our l-l-legs
        F
Go into shock!
                                                    D
Like an adrenaline shot, shot going straight to the heart, heart, heart, heart.
                      A



we re gonna give it a jump!
           
Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh
           Em
Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh

Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh
           F
Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh

Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh
             D
HEY! Woah oh oh
                      C
We re gonna give it a jump!

G
Dreams.
                          D
We got enough that we can fill the tank
                      Em
And even if we gotta  break the bank;
                     C
You know we re gonna turn it up, turn it up, turn it up!

G
Time.
                            D
Ain t got to worry bout  it anymore.
                           Em
And if they try to stop us at the door,
                     C
You know we re gonna break it down, break it down, break it down
          A                 E
We gotta  get up off of the ground!

                      C
We re gonna give it a jumpstart

4,3,2,1 GO!
       Em
What s up, when we get it going
                   F
No way we re gonna stop.
 
And all you need is a spark, spark
                     D
If it s all that you got, got, got, got
                       A
-We re gonna give it a jumpstart

4,3,2,1 GO!
       Em



What s up? We re gonna dance until our l-l-legs
        F
Go into shock!
                                                    D
Like an adrenaline shot, shot going straight to the heart, heart, heart, heart
                      A
we re gonna give it a jump!

Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh
           Em
Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh

Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh
           F
Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh

Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh
             D
HEY! Woah oh oh
                      C~
We re gonna give it a jump!

~C                                  A
Can you feel the electricity in the air;
                                     Em
Anytime, Anyplace, it will always be there.
          D
When your heart stops baby,
A
Heart stops baby
G
YEAH!

                      C
We re gonna give it a jumpstart

4,3,2,1 GO!
       Em
What s up, when we get it going
                   F
No way we re gonna stop.
 
And all you need is a spark, spark
                     D
If it s all that you got, got, got, got
                       A
-We re gonna give it a jumpstart

4,3,2,1 GO!
       Em
What s up? We re gonna dance until our l-l-legs
        F
Go into shock!



                                                    D
Like an adrenaline shot, shot going straight to the heart, heart, heart, heart
                      A
we re gonna give it a jump!

Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh
           Em
Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh

Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh
           F
Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh

Whoa,Oh,Eh,Oh
             D
HEY! Woah oh oh
                      C
We re gonna give it a jump!


